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This report reflects the current opinions of the Sendero Investment Committee on various 
asset classes used or considered for client portfolios versus their strategic allocation. The 
comments reflect opinions as of the specific date listed and can change quickly based on 
market conditions.

As of September, 2022

• Investors have experienced an extraordinary 2022, including the worst performance year on record so far for a combined stock and 
bond portfolio going back to the 1970s, the sharpest interest rate hiking cycle in 50 years, the strongest increase in the U.S. dollar, and 
40-year-high inflation.

•  Going forward, the sharp hawkish shift in interest rate policy in recent months has amplified global growth risks and contributed to 
rising stresses in global financial markets. The Federal Reserve will need to be increasingly alert to signs of further financial stress and 
the potential stronger economic fallout.
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CASH       
We believe cash should be held to take advantage of market volatility and for near-term liquidity needs.

TIPS  OVERWEIGHT

Base effects, supply-chain disruptions, and fiscal stimulus have combined to push inflation higher globally. Upside risks may 
persist into 2023, especially from stubborn food and energy prices. We are also watching wage growth and productivity for 
structural changes in inflation expectations going forward. We prefer short-term duration exposure given break-even rates.

FIXED INCOME   UNDERWEIGHT

The case for for higher yields continues as the Fed is still getting out from behind the inflation curve, and the market currently expects the 
Fed to hike rates by another 100 bps in the next 12 months. Quantitative tightening also started this month, at a much faster pace than last 
time.  Conversely, a potential downshift in economic activity from higher commodity prices and a pick up in unemployment potentially make 
the case for lower yields in the second half of 2023. Municipal bond valuations have normalized from earlier this year and we continue to 
prefer low/intermediate duration and higher quality munis.

U.S. EQUITIES   NEUTRAL

While the Value factor remains attractive relative to Growth, we are inclined to focus on balance sheet quality and secular growth themes. Even 
with stock valuations becoming more attractive, earnings growth and corporate margins could be revised down further. As such, we expect 
volatility to stay high for the remainder of 2022 and 2023 as financial conditions tighten some more. Active concentrated managers should 
be rewarded for stock selection in such an environment. We maintain an overweight to small-cap equities, given their cyclical nature and 
correlation to interest rates and inflation.

DEVELOPED MARKETS   
Despite attractive below-average valuations, we have a lower allocation given the regional impact of the ongoing war in Ukraine, headwinds to 
economic growth and corporate profits from higher energy prices, and elevated inflation and a more hawkish ECB. We prefer active exposure 
within international managers to navigate a challenging environment going into 2023.

EMERGING MARKETS  UNDERWEIGHT

While EM equities trade at a discount to global markets, the financial and commodity repercussions from the war in Ukraine have the potential 
to create another wave of political instability in Emerging and Frontier economies. Along with our longstanding deglobalization theme, we see 
further challenges stemming from slower economic growth in China and rising U.S. interest rates potentially impacting EM credit.

HEDGE FUNDS  OVERWEIGHT   
We favor equity long/short strategies for differentiated sources of return due to anticipated equity dispersion and increased volatility. Global 
macro and managed futures strategies, currently seeing a wide opportunity set, may help investors seeking to diversify equity and fixed income 
allocations.

COMMODITIES & CRYPTOCURRENCY  NEUTRAL   
Persistent supply chain disruptions, elevated geopolitical risk and rising commodity prices from oil to corn and wheat all appear to have staying 
power. Commodity allocations have the potential to perform well versus stocks and bonds when the labor market is tight and inflation is high. 
Global economic growth and a decade of underinvestment should also continue to support demand for commodities longer term. Research on 
crypto strategies continues, given the opportunities in blockchain, but regulatory risks remain.

REAL ESTATE  OVERWEIGHT

The pandemic has accelerated already-present underlying real estate trends. We continue to place emphasis on direct investments in 
properties located in strong regions that exhibit attractive rent-roll and cash-flow characteristics. This allocation continues to provide some 
income as well as a long-term hedge against rising inflation.

CREDIT  OVERWEIGHT

We expect default rates to rise and recoveries to suffer in the coming years,  which should create a favorable environment for dislocations/
opportunities for active long/short managers.

Note: Positioning versus Strategic allocation.
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The Sendero entities are made up of Sendero Partners, LLC, holding company of Sendero Wealth Management, LLC, Sendero Securities, LLC, and Sendero Family 
Enterprise, LLC. The information (the “Information”) set forth herein has been prepared by Sendero Wealth Management, LLC, a Registered Investment Advisor firm, 
(together with its affiliates, members, officers and employees, “Sendero”) offering securities through Sendero Securities, LLC, a member of the Financial Industry 
Regulatory Authority and the Securities Investor Protection, (together with its affiliates, members, officers and employees, “Sendero Securities”). This Information has 
been prepared at your request to aid in the management and review of your portfolio. This report is being provided to you on a confidential basis, and by accepting 
receipt of this report, you agree not to duplicate or furnish copies of this report to persons other than your tax advisers, accountants or legal counsel, and agree to return 
it or destroy it at Sendero’s request. Sendero and Sendero Securities are located at 250 W. Nottingham, Suite 300, San Antonio, Texas 78209, and we can be reached at 
(210) 805-0171. Sendero has exercised due care in preparing this report. However, we make no representations or warranties with respect to the information contained 
in this report, and we will not be liable to you or any other person for any errors or omissions in this report regardless of the cause of such errors or omissions but 
shall attempt to correct those errors or omissions brought to our attention. In no event shall we be liable for consequential, inherent or incidental damages. There is no 
assurance that any of the statements set forth herein will remain accurate at the time you receive this report.

All Information is based upon data Sendero has received from you, the custodian, investment manager or investment fund with whom or in which your assets have been 
held as custodian or invested and has not been independently verified or confirmed by Sendero. Consequently, Sendero has relied on the accuracy and completeness 
of the information provided to it by you, custodians, investment managers and/or investment funds, and does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such 
information. All Information is un-audited and subject to change and should not be used as a substitute for the account statements or other information provided 
by such custodians, investment managers or investment funds, which, in the event of a conflict between this document and such statements or information, shall 
supersede the Information. Furthermore, this report may include performance returns that are preliminary, and therefore subject to change. In particular, managers 
of private investment funds like hedge funds and private equity funds generally do not provide official and final account balance and performance information until 
completion of such funds audited annual financial statements. Accordingly, such information is subject to change, and should not be considered final.

Account information entitled “Total Net of Fees” reflects the deduction of fees and expenses, while account information entitled “Total Fund” is “gross of fees”. The 
deduction of such fees will reduce your returns, and since fees are deducted monthly or quarterly, the compounding effect will be to increase the impact of fees by an 
amount directly related to the gross account performance.

Benchmarks
Benchmarks are provided for illustrative purposes only. The indices depicted herein have been selected based upon our subjective determination by Sendero of 
the appropriate benchmark for the applicable account based upon our understanding of the style of investment being pursued by yourself or the manager of your 
account(s). Comparisons to other benchmarks may reflect poorly on the performance of your account(s) in that the performance of your account(s) may lag the 
performance of such other benchmarks. Comparisons to benchmarks have limitations because benchmarks have volatility and other material characteristics that may 
differ from the investments depicted herein. Because of these differences, benchmarks should not be relied upon as an accurate measure of comparison.

The benchmarks depicted herein are broad-based indices that are used for comparative purposes only and have been selected because they are well known and are 
easily recognizable by investors. However, the investment activities and performance of your portfolio may be considerably more volatile than the performance of any 
of the referenced indices. Unlike your portfolio, the indices presented herein are unmanaged and, as a result, management fees, transaction costs and other expenses 
associated with the active management of your portfolio are not reflected. Furthermore, each index is limited in that it does not necessarily reflect the universe of 
investments it professes to represent, the method in which return information is calculated may not be the same as that used to calculate the same information for other 
indices or your portfolio, your portfolio may be invested in substantially fewer securities than the number of securities comprising an index, and index returns may be 
subject to certain biases, including (in the case of certain indices) survivorship bias (i.e., the possibility that the returns could be biased because successful funds might 
close to new investors and stop reporting and unsuccessful funds might cease operations and stop reporting) and selection bias (i.e., the possibility that only successful 
funds will elect to report into the index or that they will do so only during the years they have good performance).

Many factors affect investment performance, including changes in market conditions and interest rates, and in response to other economic, political or financial 
developments. Investments are subject to market risks and past performance is not a guide to or indicative of future results.
To review the Sendero Privacy Policy,, Form CRS, Form ADV Part 2A & B, Business Continuity Plan or Business Code of Ethics, please visit www.sendero.com.

Alternative investments may be offered by broker-dealer, Sendero Securities, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC, an affiliate of Sendero Wealth Management, LLC and Sendero 
Family Enterprise, LLC. Investment management services are not provided by Sendero Family Enterprise, LLC.
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